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Car Cover for Tesla Model Y  
Installation/Removal Instructions 

Thanks for purchasing the EVANNEX Car Cover. 

The EVANNEX car cover has been designed specifically for The Tesla Model Y and may 
be used for both indoor and outdoor applications.  We’ve created an Installation (and 
Removal) Video that can be viewed at evannex.com. 

Quick Start Installation Steps: 

Note:   The front of the car cover can be identified by the black mesh openings that allow 
air to circulate into the front air dam grille. 

Step. 1.  Place the car cover 
at the center of the frunk 
hood. Unfold the car cover 
from front to rear along 
the longitudinal centerline 
of the Model Y.   

Step 2.  Unfold the car 
cover laterally until it 
covers the hood, roof and 
real trunk hatch loosely.  
The soft lining of the Car 
Cover should be in direct 
contact with the surface of 
your Model Y.  

IMPORTANT:  Be certain not to place the car cover on the ground or to allow dirt 
or sand to come into contact with the inside lining of the car cover. Grit on the 
inside MUST be removed before the car cover is placed on your Model Y. Failure 
to do so could lead to tiny scratches on the vehicle finish. 

Step 3. Starting at the 
side view mirror 
locations, cover the 
passenger and driver side 
view mirrors with the 
corresponding mirror 
sleeves (covers) sewn 
into the Car Cover. 

Step. 4.  Pull the front of 
the Car Cover over the 
nose of the Model Y 
using the elastic bottom 
to anchor its under the 
front fascia. 
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Step 5.  Pull the rear of 
the Car Cover over the 
rear end of the Model Y 
using the elastic bottom 
to anchor it under the 
rear bumper area. 

Step 7 (optional). If you 
park in a particularly 
windy area, the car 
cover can be fastened 
with a bungee cord 
(purchased separately) 
by hooking the cord to 
grommets located midway along the base of the cover on both driver and passenger sides. 

Quick Start Removal Steps: 

Step 1.  Loosen the front and rear of the car cover by pulling the elastic over the front fascia 
and rear end of the Model Y. 

Step 2.  Fold the car cover from its base at the rocker panels upward to the longitudinal 
centerline of the Model Y. Do this on both the driver and passenger sides, so that the car 
cover now covers the hood, roof and rear hatch.  

Step 3. Fold again toward the longitudinal centerline of the Model Y until the folded cover is 
no more that 18 – 24 inches in width. 

Step 4.  Beginning at the FRONT of the Model Y, fold tightly (think: folding a sheet) in ~16-
inch segments. Pull the car cover toward you as you fold it up so that all of your work is on the 
frunk hood. 

Step 5.  Place the car cover in its carrying bag.    

IMPORTANT: Be certain not to place the car cover on the ground or to allow 
dirt or sand to come into contact with the inside lining of the car cover. Grit on 
the inside MUST be removed before the car cover is placed on your Model Y. 
Failure to do so could lead to tiny scratches on the vehicle finish. 




